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By

Apparatus has been

John A. Bennett “

developed for detecting end measuring small
-es in the deflection of a specimen in a rotating-beamfatigue
machine. TM e changg in deflection has been found to be a function
of the size of the fatigue crack in the specimen, The correlation
between deflection ezidcrack size hae been Investigated. The ap
mretus mw be ueod for Ifiicati- thefm=t~on of fatigue cr~~
& for following the progreae of ~racke
the specimen.

Im?omcmoll

ae they Wopagate through

Ae one phaae of a studyof the evaluation of fatigue damage
being made at the Hatlonal Burenu of Standards, a method of d-
tectlng fatigue cracks at the eaxlieet possible etage wae deelred.
It was essential that the method ehould not Involve continuou~ ob-
servation nor Anterruqtion of the test.

Preliminary e~eri~ntation with electrical and magnetlo tests
showed that any of theQe tests would be too difficult to Bet up and
too susceptible to disturbance to be eatiEfactory in thle applic-
tion, particularly ahce most of the Bpecimem to be tested were
notched. Geneamer (reference 1) has used a mlcronwitch operated by
the deflection of the specimen to stop MS fatl~ machine in order
to obtain cracked specimens, and it appeared that thie method might
be ueeful in fulfilling the above requirements.

This Investigation, conduoted at the National Bureau of Stan-
dards,wag sponmred by, and conduoted with financial aseletance
from, the National Advisory Comnlttee for Aeronautics.
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The deflection of a rotating-beam specimen was measured
throughout a test by using a oathetometer focused on the center
of the specimen -andIllumkathg the specimen with a stroboscope.
l?hedeflection changed repidiy during the early pnrt of the test,
then remained n6arly constant throughout mast of the man. When
the deflectlcinstarted to increase It was evident that fracture
was imminentz as the deflection would increase at an increasing
rate until the bredc occurred. However, the magnitude of the
ChanW was so smell tit It was obvious that a sensitive method
of measurement wae needed in order to obtain the desired results.

This is accomplished as follows: A micrometer screw mounted
on the bed of the R. R. More nwchine is used to raise or lower a
ehort piece of platinum wipe to make contact with a plate of the
same material mounted on, but ineulated from,the specimen end of
one bearing box. T’& contact is approximately 3/4 Inch from the
oenter of the specinen, and the deflection measured here is ~5
to Y percent of that et the center. These contacts are incor-
porated in the grid circuit of a gas triode tube as shown in
f@ure 1. In this way the current throu@ the contacts is kept
very small so that no pitting or build-up of the surface can
occur to change their dimensions., Ah socn as the micrometercon-
tacts close, the grid -potentialis redeed enough to allow the
tube to conduct. This clGses the relay in the plate circuit,
which gives au audible cr visual signal. Since the plate voltage
is l).C., the tube continues to conduct until the plate voltage
is reduced to zero by closing the key.

Aa the start of a test, the lower contact is raised by means
of the micrometer screw until contact Is made. This reading Is
noted, the screw backed off a certain amount, and the circuit re-
set for operation with the key. Then when deflection cccurs, the
s3arm circuit is closed and canbe opened only by backing off the
screw and momentarily cloehg the key.

The gap left between the contacts is from 0.002 to 0.005
millimeter (0.0001 to 0.0002 in.) depending on the amount of
extraneous vibration present. Since the d~ta presented in this
report were obtained, the whole fatigue machine has been mounted
on t6nsion springs design~ to give it a natural period which is
large in comparison with that of the disturbing vibration. It
is now ysslble to get reliable op~ration with a gap cf only
about 0.001 millimeter (0.00005 In.). It is necessary to check
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the adjustmentof the ~p from time to time (about
100 thcwmnd cycles), as there are slow changes in
probably due to temperature changes.

. . ..-
M’ter “deflectionof the specimen hae stinted,

3

every 50 to
deflection

the change of
deflection w be meawred with the mlorometer contact, or tho
relay may be connected in such a way that the macMne IEIauto-
matically turned off when a predetermined value of defleotlon iB

reached.

14W!iKRIALANllZEST SPECIMEl?S

The material.used in this workwae normalized SUX4130
steel having the follcwlng properties:

Hardness - Rockwell B 90

Yield strength (0.2 percent

Ultimate tensile strength -

offset) -62,500 DBi

104,000 psi

lllongntion(1 in.) - 27 percent

Reduction of area - 57 percent

Detailed dimensions of the reduced Bection of the specimen are
shown in figure 2. The values of fat@u6 stress llstod in this
report =6 calculated on the minimum section, without regard to
atreas concentration. !lhrspeed of the fatigue machine waa 3600
m=

KESUTJTS

In order to determine the relation betW6en deflection and
the ama of tho fatigue crack, specimens were run to various pre-
determined values of deflocticn. They were removed from the
machine, heated 1 hmr at 27V C to produce a dark blue temper
color, and then broken In tenelon. The blue fractured area wae
In marked contrast to the Uright fracture of the part broken in
tension and Bhcwed very cleariy the extent of the fatigue crack.
The fracture of a ty@ca3. specimen is ehown in figure 3. The
uea of the crack wae m6atauredwith a plauimeter on an enlarged
tracing of the fracture, and tho remltm, plotted agalnet the
deflection In the fatigue test, are shown in figure 4. The
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deflections are plotted to a mqpare-root ecale, and the nearly
linear relationship illuetratee the primar~ difficulty wit3+this
method; that is! the deflection of the ~pecimen caused by a small
crack is extremely small.

h a point of Incidental Interest, f@ure 5 shows “thevaluets
of tensile etress necessary to fracture the cracked fatigue speci-
mens plotted against the remalnlng area. Tho sharp notch cauees
a large radial stress, thus Increasing the resistance to plaetic
deformation.

As an example of the way in which the deflection-crack area
relationship may be used, figure 6 shows the growth of fatigue
cracks in several specimens at three different values of stress.
HO exphnation is apparent for the differences in the rate of
growth at one stress, as the rate shows PO correlation with either
the eccentricity of the crack or the number of cycles up to the be-
ginning of cracking.

National 13ureauof Standards;
Waehfngton, D. C., JUIY 27,@A.

1. Gensamer, hell: Static Crack Strength of Metals. Metal.
Progress, vol. 3E, July 1940, p. 59.
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Figs. 1,2
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Figure l.- Circuit diagram of the thyratron relay.

- Figure 2.- Details of the reduced section of the fatigue
specimen. ‘
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Figure 3.- Fractured specimen showing area of fatigue—
crack (dark), x 12.
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Figure 4.- Relationship between crack area and deflection.
The latter is plotted to a square-root scale.
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Figure 5.- Tensile stress necessary to fracture cracked
specimens.
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Figure 6.- Growth of fatigue cracks after first measurable
deflection.
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